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At the Eternit plant, dust was almost part of the facotory’s DNA. It was inside and outside: this was 
described by the witnesses’ accounts - for example, Nicola Pondrano, a former worker and then 
trade union leader, and Giovanna Patrucco, daughter of the baker who had her shop not far from the
plant, by the labour inspectors’  reports, the technical reports ( Professor Michele Salvini consultant 
for the Casale Labour Courts , from the Institute of Occupational Medicine of Pavia, the company 
consultants Occella and Clerici, dozens of reports with insistent and repetitive requests, by the 
Works Council for years, as well as the hundreds of surveys carried out by Sil (the department set 
up by the company to deal with safety and hygiene) and the reports by the medical scientist such as 
Klaus Robock, Director of the Neuss laboratory, paid for by the Swiss group that owned Eternit. 
This dust contained asbestos fibre: both chrysotile (white asbestos) and crocidolite (blue asbestos). 

"Can we describe it as poisonous dust?" Public Prosecutor Gianfranco Colace asked expeert witness
Luca Mingozzi, an official of Arpa Piemonte (The Environmental Agency) at the regional Asbestos 
Centre.  The answer is clear: 'I am not a doctor, but I know and knew  that asbestos caused cancer’.

Dr Mingozzi was heard on Monday the 4th of October, at the Eternit Bis trial, along with his 
colleague Angelo Salerno who had been asked by the prosecution to analyse the extensive 
documentation: "Illustrate the conditions in which the Casale plant was operating and say what the 
effects were on the workers and also on the environment outside the factory", began the prosecutor 
Mariagiovanna Compare (who is the PP with Colace in the trial in which Stephan Schmidheimy is 
called to answer, before the Court of Assizes of Novara, for the voluntary murder , with possible 
wilfulness, of 392 people from Casale who died because of asbestos).

During direct, Mingozzi pointed to the production site on a map  in via Oggero (Ronzone district) 
("operating  from 19 March 1907 to 30 November 1985, till bankruptcy was filed on June the 4th 
1986"), with the various workshops : "Each department was a single room , without protective 
bulkheads"), dwelled on the order of magnitude of productivity: "in 1979 Eternit Casale used 83 
tonnes of asbestos per day, which arrived from Canada in plastic bags and from Balangero in 
paper bags" and on the use of staff.  Numbers were important: in December 1976 there were 1,126 
employees, including workers, clerks and managers; in 1977 numbers had declined  to  963, to 859 
in 1978, to 823 in 1980, to 602 in 1982, to 478 in 1984 and to 377 in 1985, when production ceased.
The figures seem to confirm the Swiss group's intention to shut down, which had already emerged 
from some documents in the trial, to bring discontinue the asbestos branch, because it was 
becoming less and less profitable (the Belgian group had already left) and also because of an 
advanced and widespread awareness of the health risks of the fibre.

The expert witness recalled the direct testimonies, some were not accepted by the Court for 
technical reasons and the thirteen reports by the Labour Inspectorate, with dozens of orders issued 
against the Casale Eternit plant on hygiene related breaches: the fans without filters that spewed the 
contaminated dust out of the factory, to the electric  sweepers purchased at the end of the 1970s 
that, in fact, never completely replaced hand brooms because the mechanical means could not reach
nooks and crannies and therefore the work had to be finished by hand, to the inadequate and in any 
case not compulsory masks. Dr Robock himself wrote  in a report that "the power of these masks is 



almost exclusively  psychological " and suggests another model, the overalls supplied by the 
company but without a laundry to wash them (thus spreading dust in the streets and taken home for 
washing), the lack of a double personal locker for workers, showers that 'did not encourage their 
use' ('what does that mean? "Gianfranco Pezone, president of the Court, asked: "They were few, 
dirty, without doors, malfunctioning, with cold water"), and the way in which the asbestos sacks 
were opened. Robock also found this during his inspections at Casale. And what did the owners do 
to remedy the situation? Asked Dr Compare. Some investments were made at the end of the 
Seventies," said Mingozzi, "such as switching the processing from dry (much more dangerous) to 
wet and installing the Hazemag mill, but the risk of exposure to asbestos-containing dust was not 
eliminated”. 

However, were there any better models to refer to? This is the question that, in fact one of many 
questions, defence lawyers Astolfo Di Amato and Elisa Surbone (replacing Guido Carlo Alleva for 
the hearing) asked in cross-examination: 'In those years were there better models to refer to? Were 
there precise standards at the time that imposed minimum levels of fibre concentration in the air?". 
Mingozzi did not give a clear-cut answer; he quoted and insisted, Presidential Decree 303 of 1956: "
It's true that it didn't indicate minimum fibre concentration levels," he admitted, answering the 
defence team's requests for clarification, "but it was a precise choice of the legislation, with the aim 
of reducing any dust at source, even non-dangerous dust. All the more so, taking into account the 
quality of the dust which in Eternit's case meant asbestos.  The plaintiffs' lawyers also crossed. 
Laura D'Amico drew attention to the volatile nature of the dust, also in view of the friability of the 
products: Mingozzi reiterated the danger both in the presence of the raw material loose in the bags, 
opened without any precaution, and in the performance of particular operations: cutting, grinding, 
drilling, turning, etc.. Plaintiffs’ lawyer Laura Mara asked whether "adequate suction (aspiration)  
devices were adopted, for example in correspondence with the various pieces of equipment or 
specific processes that were more prone to raising dust"; the answer: "No, there were no suction 
(aspiration) devices for all the work stations". A report by the Labour Inspectorate shows that there 
were 'many situations in which the existing systems designed to minimise the spread/dispersion of 
dust and fibres within the workplace were inadequate'.

What about outside the factory?

In addition to the "fans", which spewed out dirty air on the side facing the river, the witness drew 
attention to the Rba area, known as Ex Piemontese, where the waste was crushed and then ground 
into flour in the Hazemag mill. For a time it was the only one in northern Italy and, also the only 
one in Italy," explained Mingozzi. This meant that waste from all the Eternit plants in Italy was 
brought to Casale. In the open-air area, on the opposite side of the plant, but closer to the city, with
a caterpillar   those mountains of dry waste were crushed and shredded, a continuous work around 
the clock". Robock wrote in a technical report dated  May 16th,  1980 on this activity: ' Waste should
not be crushed in an open space without a water spray system. If the dust clouds are blown by the 
wind into the surrounding areas,  the health and safety authorities might intervene, and this would 
cause numerous problems". To whom? 'To the owner of the plant'.

After being crushed at the Ex Piemontese, the material was transferred by lorry to the plant opposite
and poured into the mill, which ground it to powder. A small percentage was used to add to the mix 
of the new production process to make products (slabs or pipes).



In addition to pointing out the risks of open-air crushing, a report drawn up by the company itself 
on 30 January the 30th  1980 drew attention to the "continuous discharge (into the River Po, Note.) 
during the weekly production cycle with a flow rate of 3000/4000 litres per minute of water 
containing suspended and sedimentable substances, plus the occasional discharge during weekly 
cleaning", a discharge defined as "well outside the limits allowed by the new regulations as regards 
suspensions". Mingozzi referred to a 20 tonne per week output of dry material into the drains. This 
direct discharge into the River Po created a 'peninsula', the witness reported, narrowing the 
riverbed. For years it was known in Casale as spiaggetta  the little beach and it became a leisure or 
recreational spot. 

NEXT HEARING

On Friday October the 8th , four other expert witnesses of the Prosecution will be examined: 
Turcotti, Belci, Patricelli and Grassi, who will illustrate the location of the plant in relation to the 
town and the geological feautures of the area.     

Lawyer Laura D’Amico 

At the hearing of  October the 4th,  Dr. Mingozzi , the Prosecutor's expert witness, of the Regional 
Environmental Protection Agency, was examined. Dr MIngozzi reconstructed the environmental 
and hygienic conditions inside the Eternit plant in Casale Monferrato, with particular reference to 
the presence of asbestos.

After examining the documents produced by the prosecutor, drawn up by the Health and Safety 
agency , the company, trade union sources, as well as the numerous testimonies of former Eternit 
employees heard as witnesses in the first trial, the expert highlighted the critical conditions in the 
various areas of the plant, all of which were characterised by the indiscriminate presence of asbestos
fibres, free to airborne due to the inefficiency, if not the absence, of adequate dust collection 
systems at source, particularly dangerous dry working, the absence of protective equipment 
appropriate to the asbestos risk, as well as the lack of information and training of workers. All this 
in violation of Italian criminal law on safety in the workplace.


